
 

Thank you for purchasing one of our custom Xbox 360 Rapid fire controllers. We appreciate your 

business and work hard to provide a 5 star experience to all of our customers. If for any reason you 

are having trouble with your controller or have general questions, please contact us at 

consolecustoms@yahoo.com. Below you will find helpful information on using your new controller 

or mod. 

 

Xbox 360 RFX-GWAR Gears of War 2 Rapid fire + Perfect Active Reloads: 

 

• This mod has many different features and functions which we will explain below. Video tutorials 

are available for all of these features on our website www.consolecustoms.net or from our youtube 

page www.youtube.com/consolecustoms. 

 

• First off are the LED modes. Because of the requests from our customers we have made this mod 

with the ability to change how the LED functions. There are three modes for the LED’s described 

below. To change how the LED works you must hold in the button (or sync button for stealth 

installs) while you are turning on the controller.  

 

• LED MODE 1 (default) - Blinking LED, the speed of blinking changes with the speed of rapid 

fire. 

• LED MODE 2 - Blink to solid LED. The LED will blink 1, 2 or 3 times depending on the 

mode then stay on solid. 

• LED MODE 3 - No LED, the LED will be off all the time. For the ultra stealth look. 

 

• Next is the Rapid Fire. This mod has two rapid fire speeds, one for The hammer burst and one for 

the pistols. To cycle through the speed settings you only need to tap the button underneath the 

controller. Once you are in the speed you would like, you will continue to use the trigger for firing 

as normal. 

 

• Finally are the perfect active reloads. A combination of the RB button and Back button is used to 

change the Perfect active reload setting. The perfect active reload has 5 different settings. You 

change to a setting by holding in the back button and pressing the RB button. The player 3 and 4 

LED's will flash together based on the mode you switch to. Once you are in the mode you want to 

use you can quickly turn the perfect active reload on/off by just tapping the back button. The 

on/off status will be indicated by the player 3 LED. 

 

Mode 1: Perfect active reload for Sniper/boomshot (must use RB to fire, Pressing RB will 

fire once and automatically active reload. All other setting you fire normally with the trigger) 

Mode 2: Lancer/Hammer Burst 

Mode 3: Pistols 

Mode 4: Shotgun 

Mode 5: OFF 

 

All the controllers we sell are brand new, unless otherwise indicated in the item description, and 

come with a 1 year parts and labor warranty on the mod. General controller failures related to 

manufacturer defects are also covered. Not covered are problems related to abuse, neglect, natural 

disasters or controllers that have been opened. See our warranty terms for full details. 

 

Thank you, 

Console Customs 


